STUNNING VILLA | PELION, MAGNESIA, MAGNESIA

PRICE: 1500000€

REF n°: 3944

BARNES GREECE

18, Kanari str., 10674, Kolonaki, Athens, Greece
STUNNING VILLA | PELION, MAGNESIA, MAGNESIA

A unique villa build amidst the trees in an area of stunning natural beauty, just over Fakistra beach, one of the most popular beaches worldwide. The 328sq.m. house is built on different levels on a 4.004sq.m. plot. The main house is 145sq.m. and split in two levels. On the 1st floor there is a common living and dining area, 1 master bedroom as well as an additional en-suite bedroom and on the ground floor there is a shower-room and a storage room.

Furthermore, there is a separate en-suite bedroom, a maid’s room as well as an independent apartment that features 4 en-suite bedrooms and some extra storage room.

The swimming pool enjoys magnificent views of the rocky caves and the sea.

PLOT: 4.004 m²
BUILDING AREA: 328.60 m²
BEDROOMS: 6

Large veranda
Sea view
Stunning view
Swimming pool
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This property is presented by
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+30 69 77 444 880
m.dimitriadou@barnes-international.com
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